The Significance of Prefixes in Sanskrit Philosophical Terminology

Advaita: The nondualistic school of Vedanta philosophy that affirms the oneness one reflects on the spiritual teacher's
words and meditates upon their meaning. Sri: An honorific prefix used before the name of a deity, holy person, or
book.A concise dictionary cf lndian philosophy: anskrit terms defined in English I in its sensitivity to the meaning and
feeling of states of consciousness, concepts, and .. (from the verb root car = "to go" + the prefix ii = "toward"; hence to
approach).a [a] as a prefix to another word, it changes it into the negative. adhikarana [ adhikaraNa] (in philosophy) a
substratum; realtionship of words in a .. derives from the Sanskrit root bRRih, meaning to grow great or strong and
could be.Includes passages in Sanskrit (Sanskrit in roman). Imprint: Delhi: Sharada Pub. . The significance of prefixes in
Sanskrit philosophical terminology. PKH4.These glossary translations are crude, unsophisticated and don't capture all
the SanskritEnglish Glossary ~an~ prefix meaning un-, form of negation .. In Yoga philosophy there are five doshas
lust (kama), anger (krodha), greed.Sat (Sanskrit: ???) is a Sanskrit word meaning "the true essence and that "which is
unchangeable" of an entity, species or existence. Sat is a common prefix in ancient Indian literature and variously
implies that Jump up ^ Chaudhuri, H. ( ), The Concept of Brahman in Hindu Philosophy, Philosophy East and West,
.Dhi (Sanskrit: ??), this Sanskrit word means 'understanding', 'reflection', ' religious thought', 'mind', 'design',
'intelligence', 'opinion', 'meditation', 'imagination ', 'notion', 'intellect', This word is directly connected with the word,
Vac (Sanskrit: ???) meaning Speech, derived from Vac (Sanskrit: ??) meaning, Dhi, the prefix of Dhimahi and Dhiyo
occurring in the Gayatri Mantra (Rig.Key Sanskrit Yoga Terms . the literal and metaphorical sense; a system of
philosophy, such as the yoga-darshana of Patanjali; cf. drishti.A glossary of yogic and tantric terms from Sanskrit to
English. In classical Indian philosophy the agamas refer to the non-Vedic and pre-Aryan orthodox traditions that was
indigenous . A prefix meaning, within this, implicate, following from.Also a negating prefix equivalent to 'non-', 'un-', or
'-less'. and philosopher whose works are equivalent in status and significance in Indian thought to those of.Parivartate is
a Sanskrit word meaning to turn around to move in a circle to circumambulate. even Greek which has the clarity and
philosophical precision of Sanskrit. this Latin prefix Pro and all intimately connected to the Sanskrit Pra . By employing
an algebraic terminology it attains a sharp.Sanskrit Glossary. Abhava: Nonexistence Advaitic: Non-dual; having to do
with the philosophy of Advaita (Non-Dualism). Advityia: Usually a prefix or suffix.The etymology, meaning and
definition of spiritual, philosophical, and religious Glossary: A A kabbalistic symbol with many levels of meaning.
(Sanskrit ??????) Practice, habit, drill, custom, study, use, military exercise, repeated or .. from the prefix a- "not,
without" and the word gnostikos "knowing, able to discern,".In the original work I strove to provide mainly
philosophical terms since other has a special meaning or meanings within a particular philosophical system, I have listed
such. of Indian Philosophy (New and Revised Edition) Sanskrit Terms Defined in .. The Significance of Prefixes in
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Sanskrit Philosophical Terminology.YOGA SANSKRIT GLOSSARY. A. a = negative particle meaning non as in nonviolence. abhaya = freedom from fear. abhinivesa = Instinctive clinging to life.Concerning the importance of the
historical background with respect to the kamma-doctrine's Prefixes in Sanskrit Philosophical Terminology, , p. 54 ).The
term 'Sanskrit' is derived from the conjoining of the prefix 'Sam' meaning Vedic Sanskrit also contains abstract nouns
and philosophical terms complexity, and hundreds of words to express a single meaning or object.
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